
Machine Learning 
certification software

Itiviti’s Conductor certification and onboarding software, now powered by the Imandra AI engine, 
is creating a new level of automation and rigor in the certification space. Imandra’s Reasoning 
as a Service platform democratizes the latest advances in machine learning and symbolic AI (similar 
to what’s used to analyze the Mars rovers), and brings fundamental scientific advances to design, 
development and testing of financial systems.

Onboarding and Certification time

Until now, extracting ROEs FIX Specification from 
production logs and automatically generating 
hundreds of complex test scripts were reserved 
to wishful conversations at trading conferences. 
Today it is a reality with Conductor.
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Workflow chart Automation, redefined

Conductor is seamlessly integrated with 

Imandra’s Reasoning as a Service® platform, 
bringing the latest advances in AI/Machine 
Learning to bear on financial system connectivity: 
cutting-edge AI within an industry-leading 
certification platform.

Integration

Writing test cases is no longer a qualitative effort. 
Imandra’s AI automatically extracts the edge 
cases from your ROE (FIX Specification)  and 
presents them visually, giving you the ultimate 
insight and control over what you want your clients 
to test against.
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Made possible by recent advances in AI

A Conductor test script is automatically generated for 
each selected path, avoiding a significant amount of 
manual labor and potential errors

Minimum ongoing overhead as the electronic ROE (FIX 
Specification) is kept up-to-date and not the test cases 
themselves

Pick and choose individual behaviors for certification from the whole 
universe of cases

Certify clients with common paths, uncommon but vital edge-cases, 
or a mixture of both

Use the map to visualise the coverage of your selected cases 
as a part of the whole

Itiviti enables financial institutions worldwide to transform their trading 
and capture tomorrow.

The rapid changes driven by technology and regulation mean that global 
capital markets have never been more complex or costly to navigate 
than today.

Itiviti combines innovation with deep domain expertise to help market 
participants address these challenges and maintain their focus on 
business growth.

www.itiviti.com

Imandra Inc. is the world-leader in cloud-scale automated reasoning, 
democratizing deep advances in algorithm analysis and symbolic AI
for making algorithms safe, explainable and fair.

Imandra has been deep in R&D and industrial pilots over the past 
5 years and has recently closed its $5mm Seed round led by several 
top deep-tech investors in US and UK. Imandra is headquartered in 
Austin, TX, and has offices in the UK and continental Europe.

www.imandra.ai

View all possible state transitions for messaging into your 
system

Use queries and filters to view particular states and 
transitions

Understand the rationale for the generated edge cases


